Sensing in Advanced Battery Environments

Understanding Critical Events in Battery Management and How AAS helps serve the market.
About Us

Amphenol Advanced Sensors providing a broad portfolio of sensing solution to help facilitate the control of critical battery safety and efficient control management solutions
Thermal Sensing

Critical events occur during charge and discharge of Lithium Ion Batteries. Critical understanding of the environment and event are required to assure consistent and safe operation.

Batteries are happiest charging, discharging and operating at temperature around 20°C. Excursion from this temperature will impact the aging rate of the battery. Critical control of battery temperature during operation increases the useful life of cells.
Thermal Sensing

Understanding temperature is also critical in charging and discharging of the batteries. Cold temperature charging can damage the cell, therefore in cold environments charging must be gentle at , the slow charge allows the battery to heat due to internal resistance. Temperature measurements are critical to provide indication when slow to rapid charging can occur. Amphenol Advanced Sensors will work with your engineers to help provide the critical control needed across this broad temperature range.
Heat Exchanger Systems

Control of critical systems utilizing cold plate, flooded cooling, forced air convection and natural convection require inputs for temperature, pressure, flow etc. AAS provides solution that will allow integration of sensors to the control system. AAS will work with OEM, or any tier integrator to help provide a control solution strategy for advanced battery management.
Safety

As with all control systems, safety is a critical aspect of all high energy systems. Thermal runaway, from accidents, manufacturing errors, charge, discharge events is a critical concern for advanced battery systems. Amphenol Advance Sensors is working with a leading battery testing organization to identify the signature of cell venting gasses and pressure signatures in sealed battery packs to help identify conditions that preclude catastrophic events.
Cell Connection Systems

Along with solutions Amphenol Advanced Sensors is your integration partner for integration of cell connection systems for your battery packs. Amphenol Advanced Sensors combines bus bar technology with required voltage sense leads, integrated fusible links, temperature sensors and noise filtering capacitors. These assemblies provide both power and sensing connection into the integrated units.
Amphenol Advanced Sensor your partner in sensing and sensing integration.
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